The potential distribution generated by the fetal heart at the maternal abdomen.
The pathways along which the electrical currents generated by the fetal heart are conducted to the surface of the maternal abdomen are not known. As a consequence, in recording the fetal electrocardiogram (FECG) it is hard to predict where electrodes should be placed in order to obtain an optimal signal. The amplitude of the FECG varies with gestation, and there is a large interindividual variability in the amplitude of the FECG and in the optimal recording site among subjects within the same gestational age. Attempts have been made to explain these phenomena in terms of volume conduction. In this research the complete potential distribution on the maternal abdomen is studied in connection with the geometrical configuration of the electrical source (fetal heart) and the volume conductor (surrounding tissues). For a small group of pregnant women the abdominal FECG is recorded simultaneously in 32 leads during a period of about one minute, once every two weeks from 20 weeks of gestation onwards. A spatial filtering technique which combines information of all 32 leads is used to provide a trigger of the fetal QRS complexes. Using this trigger, an average fetal complex is constructed for each lead by time coherent averaging, after subtraction of the maternal contribution. These average fetal complexes are combined to plot the complete potential distribution generated by the fetal heart at the maternal abdomen (fetal body surface map, FBSM) at any given time instant during the fetal cardiac cycle. At these recording sessions the geometry is carefully quantified by making transverse scans every 2 cm with a compound echo scanner. The contours of fetal head and body, the placenta and the uterus are manually drawn on hardcopies of the video display images. Real time echoscopy is used to support the identification of the geometry. The contours are fed into a computer using a graphics tablet. The three dimensional surfaces of fetus, placenta and uterus are separately represented by a triangulation of the respective contour lines. Figures 5 and 6 show an example of the triangulated representation of the recorded geometry. Figure 7 shows the average fetal complexes of an individual at 26 weeks of gestation, plotted at the site where they have been recorded.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)